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anSWERS 18 Jun

Icon under a microscope: Giant’s Causeway, Northern Ireland

A-maze-ing
Can you find your way through this maze? 
Start at the top and finish at the bottom.

picnic and Sushi Days

ToDay happens to be a rare 
day where you can combine 
the celebration of a number of 
international days of the year, 
being International Picnic Day 
and International Sushi Day.

It’s not known when 
International Picnic Day started 
being celebrated, but picnics 
in general became popular 
in France after the French 
Revolution and the largest picnic 
in the world was held with 

20,000 people in Lisbon, Portugal 
in 2009.

Similarly, the origins of 
International Sushi Day are 
unclear, but sushi has been 
consumed in South-East Asia 
for many centuries, with the 
traditional form we are familiar 
with starting sometime between 
1600 and 1800.

Today why not combine the 
celebration of picnics and sushi 
together and enjoy both at lunch.

Icon under a microscope

THIS landmark is iconic and 
easily recognisable when you see 
the whole picture, but can you 
identify it from this small portion 
of the image?

This is only a small portion 
of about 40,000 interlocking 

basalt columns that make up this 
remarkable landmark.

Most of the columns on the 
UNESCO site are hexagonal, 
though some have four, five, 
seven or eight sides, with the 
tallest standing 12 metres.

Funnies Flashback
WE’vE trawled through the TD Window Seat 

archives to give you a blast from the past. Here’s some 
gems from 20 Aug 2014:

SoMETIMES the urge to just get out and see a place can spur 
people to do rather odd things.

During a domestic holiday, a Danish man decided a detour to 
Rome to see a particular church was so necessary that he hired 
a taxi to drive him straight there.

Hopping into a taxi in the city of Odense one evening, he told 
the driver to drive him straight to Rome - a journey of 1,803kms 
costing DK29,226 (AUD$5,607).

Initially the driver thought the man wanted to be taken to the 
airport but no, the journey was for the entire trip to Rome.

Passing through Germany, Austria and Italy, the trip took three 
days, with the driver saying he didn’t sleep during the drive.

He said when he eventually got home, he took three days off 
as he had just earned a month’s salary in one trip.
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